T he question considered is this: Which abstract groups have represe ntations as doubly transitive permutation groups? Moreover, given an abstrac t group, can all doubly transitive represen tations be found? T he paper is expository. Various results which bear on the question are presented in a n elemen· tary way.
Introduction
For a positive integer, n , le t S" denote the group of all permutations on {1 ,2, ... , n}. When n = 4, we mean by (123) the permutation which sends 1 to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to I, and 4 to 4. The symbol e will be used to de note the identity element of any group.
Let G = {e, (12) , (34), (12) (34)} and H = {e, (12) (34), (13) (24), (14) (23)}. Then G and Hare isomorphic subgroups of 54. But, as a group offunctions on {l, 2, 3, 4}, H acts transitively while G does not.
This simple example shows that transitivity, like most of the interesting properties associated with permutation groups, is not a group theoretic property; it is not preserved under group isomorphism. We are interested in knowing the extent to which a given co mbinatorial property of permutation groups depends on group theoretic properties. Said another way , suppose we are given a property P of permutation groups. (1) What abstract groups can be realized as permutation groups having property P? And, (2) given an abstract group G and a property P, can we find all possible realizations of G as a permutation group possessing property P?
When P is the property of transitivity, we can answer questio n (1). Cayley showed that every group is isomorphic to a permutation group. His proof amounted to a construction of the regular representation of an arbitrary group. Since the regular representation is transitive, every gro up can be realized as a transitive permutation group.
In this expository paper, we are interested in letting P be the property of double transitivity.
Most of the results we will develop are old. Our purpose is to bring them together for an attack on questions (1) and (2) .
Of course, doubly transitive groups are transitive. We shall begin by answering question (2) when P = transitivity.
Transitive Representations
Let 
Doubly Transitive Representations
We begin this section by disposing of a troublesome exceptional case. Suppose G has a subgroup H of index 2. It is a standard exercise to show that H is normal. Thus, the representation of G corresponding to H is of degree 2 (i.e., it is subgroup of 52) and the representation group is of order 2. Therefore, the action of G on fft must be doubly transitive.
Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group. Suppose G:A, i.e., G is a group of one·to-one functions from A onto A. As before, let Ga be the subgroup of G which fixes a E A. Since G is doubly transitive on A, Ga must be transitive on A ,,{a}. Conversely, suppose Ga is transitive on A " {a} for all a E A. (We rule out the case that the cardinality of A, IAI, is 1.) Given two pairs of elements from A, (ai , az) and (b " b2) such that al "" az and bl "" bz, we seek ag E G such that g(al)=b l and
If there exists an a E A which is neither al nor bl then by hypothesis, there exists a gl E Ga such that gl(al) = bl. Now, since a2 "" ai , it follows thatgl(a2) "" bl. But, also, b2 "" bl. Hence, there is a g2 E Ghl such that gz( gt( az)) = b2.1t follows that we may take g= g2gl.
But, if IAI ;:;. 3, such an a always exists. (If IAI =2,it may not, e.g.,G= {e} and IAI =2 gives rise to the unpleasant situation in which Ga is transitive on A" {a} for all a E A but G is not doubly transitive.) We have proved our. first result. If we are willing to assume in the previous argument that G:A transitively, we may simply choose gl E G such that gl( at) = bl • Thus, we have another version of theorem l. Indeed, it is easy to see that transitivity implies that Ga:A " {a} transitively for any a E A if and only if it acts transitively for every a E A. Theorem I' is the version most often encountered in books, e.g., Passman [7, p. Let H be a subgroup of G. If Z(G) n H ¥-{e} then the representation correspondin g to Before we proceed to the next result it will be convenient to define a proper coset of H in G as a coset of H in G which is not a subgroup of G, i.e., xH is a proper coset if and only if x $ H. 
Matrix Representations
There are many ways of expressing the elements of a permutation group. Let A = {1,2, ... , m} and suppose G:A. We wish to represent g E G by the m·square matrix P(g) whose i,j entry is 1 if i = g(j) and 0 otherwise. It is easy to see that P(e)=I, the m·square identity matrix, and P(glg2)= P(gl)P(g2) for all gl, g2 E G. It follows that g~ P(g) in a representation in the ordinary sense of Suppose 151 = 21C1 . The n t = 1 meaning that C is tra nsitive. But, we must also h ave equality in (2). Usin g Theorem l' we conclude that 151 = 21CI if and only if C is doubly tran sitive.
Q.E.D.
Since 0 is a real character , one recognizes th at the left hand side of the inequality in Th eore m 5 is, by the orthogonality relations for characte rs, the sum of th e squares of the multiplicities of the irreducible c harac ters belonging to o. We have proved our next res ult. Burnside [1, p. 476] gives suc h a group of order 18. He also gives a sufficient condition that G have a faithful irreducible representation. Weisner [6 , p. 68] has given a necessary and s uffi cie nt co ndition that ,C have a faithful irreducible representation. Other work on this questi on has bee n done by Koc he ndorffer [4] . Now, suppose one has an irred ucible representation, g~ R(g) of an abstract group C. When does there exist a nonsingular matrix U such that
is a permutation matrix for every g E G? Of co urse, if such a U exists then g~ P(g) is a doubly transitive representation of G. Certainly it is necessary that trace R( g) be an integer ~ -1 for every g. Also, except when C has a subgroup of index 2 , trace R(e) must be greater than 1. But, these simple conditions are not sufficient. The nonabelian group G of order 14 has a faithful irreducible represe ntation g~ R(g) of degree (=R(e)) three such that trace R(g) is an integer greater than or equal to -1 for all g E C. If it were possible to satisfy (3) for this group and representation then C would have a faithful representation as a doubly transitive group. But this would contradict corollary 1, since the re is no integer m s uch that m(m -1) divides 14.
Other Results
Hardly an iss ue of Mathemat ical Reviews goes by without some mention of double transitivity. Transitivity properties are among the most interesting from the fruitful and durable field of permutation groups. Interesting results beyond those which have been given here abound; but the methods are not elementary. Since he has raised the question of solvability, however, the author cannot resist includin g one last remark without proof, one which is perhaps illustrative of current work. Burnside [1 , p. 341 ] has "shewn" that a simply transitive (transitive but not doubly transitive) group of prime degree p is of order pq where q is a prime factor of p -1. Since groups of order pq are solvable, it follows [9, p. 29] that every nonsolvable transitive group of prime degree is doubly transitive.
